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On the way to 

school…



On the way to 

school…

Ah! ZOOM

!!

That was 

dangerous!
HEY!

The road sign is 

hidden…

I heard that tree is few 

hundred years old!

The elderly are fond of it, 

too…

But it'll be too 

late if an accident 

happens…

Yeah…

Cutting it feels wrong,

but for safety…

UURGH!

Gosh! What should 

we do?

CHANCE!

Seems like a 

problem to be 

solved!

Where're you 

looking?

slowdown
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Maybe we can use a

 motion detector.

Motion 

detector?

It can detect movement 

with ultrasonic waves.

I SEE

SENSOR

If you place the 

motion detector…

Even if the students miss the sign,

it warns the driver about incoming 

pedestrians.

Amazing, Riko!

R…Really?

Let's go tell them!

Tell who…?

We'll go convince the 

grandpas in the community 

association!

Few days 

later

FLASH

You really are a 

genius, Riko!

……
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Riko-chan’s STEM adventures excite me as much as a brand new dog bone!
I’m Bruno, IEEE Foundation Chief Canine, in charge of celebrating and promoting IEEE

donor-supported programs, like IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE).
Learn more about me, my humans, and the IEEE Foundation: http://www.ieeefoundation.org/brunointerview

Learn more about IEEE WIE whose global network connects over 40,000 members
in over 125 countries to advance women in technology at all points in their lives and careers. 

JOIN IEEE WIE via this link: https://wie.ieee.org/membership/join/
We encourage you to donate to IEEE WIE

to help inspire, promote, and advance women and young girls in STEM fields.
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